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Abstract

The arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian formulation is derived for the residual distribution method on
moving meshes. The system of Euler equations is discretized on moving meshes and in case of deforming
meshes a geometrical source term has to be taken into account. A conservative linearization guarantees the
conservation property of the discretized equations.
From the geometric conservation law we obtain the appropriate integration points in time for the cell

fluctuation and a guideline for how to distribute the geometrical source term.
Testcases include the flow around a transonic oscillating airfoil and a convected vortex. In the first case a

rigidly moving mesh is employed, while in the other testcase a deforming mesh is used to investigate the
influence of the geometrical source term on the solution.
� 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In many modern computational fluid dynamics applications, the fluid domain is enclosed by
moving boundaries. It then becomes necessary to solve the time-dependent governing equations
on a moving mesh (see [1–4]).
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In this work, we present theoretical considerations for flow computations on moving meshes
using the residual distribution technique which has emerged in recent years as an alternative to the
more well-known finite volume and finite element techniques (see [5–8]). We derive a formulation
for the system of Euler equations within the framework of an arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian
(ALE) methodology. For unsteady flow computations on dynamic meshes, i.e. rigidly moving as
well as deforming meshes, it seems logical to choose an ALE scheme that preserves the trivial
solution of a uniform flow field. Indeed, it turns out that an additional conservation law, the so-
called Geometric Conservation Law (GCL) has to be fulfilled. A conservative linearization is
applied to evaluate the different integrals of the cell fluctuation which results in different ex-
pressions for the ALE formulation than for a fixed domain.
In Section 2, we briefly recall the basics of residual distribution schemes. Next, we derive the

ALE formulation and the conditions imposed by the GCL. The GCL gives a guideline for
evaluating geometrical quantities including the grid position and velocity. Further, it determines
how the geometrical source term which arises in the ALE formulation for deforming meshes has
to be distributed.
In Section 4, we compute the flow around a transonic oscillating airfoil on a rigidly moving

mesh. In Section 5, we investigate the influence of the geometrical source term in the testcase of a
convected vortex on a deforming mesh.

2. Theory for residual distribution schemes on fixed triangular meshes

In two dimensions, the system of Euler equations reads

oU
ot

þ oF
ox

þ oG
oy

¼ 0; ð1Þ

where U ¼ ðq, qu, qv, qEÞs is the vector of conserved variables and F ¼ ðqu, qu2 þ p, quv, quHÞs
and G ¼ ðqv, quv, qv2 þ p, qvHÞs are the inviscid fluxes. The system is closed by the state equation
for a perfect gas. We use capital letters as U, F, G to refer to arrays composed of the different
terms of the equation system, whereas we will use the~symbol or the k in index notation to in-
dicate vectors in space.
In the residual distribution method, also known as the fluctuation splitting method, the solution

is approximated continuously over the elements by piecewise linear (P1) shape functions. The cell
fluctuation UT is defined as

UT ¼ �
Z
ST

oU
ot

dX ¼
Z
ST

oF
ox

�
þ oG

oy

�
dX; ð2Þ

where ST denotes the cell area of a triangle. The nodal residual Ri is then computed by redis-
tributing (splitting) the fluctuation to the vertices of the cell by the matrix of distribution coef-
ficients jBi, with the summation extending over all triangles surrounding node i:

Ri ¼
X
T

jBT
i U

T ¼
X
T

UT
i : ð3Þ

For consistency the jBT
i must sum up to the identity matrix within an element.
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The equivalence of the finite element Petrov–Galerkin formulation with the spatial discreti-
zation of the residual distribution approach can be found in [9]. In the present work we use
Galerkin weighting functions for the discretization of the time derivative while using different
weighting functions for the spatial discretization, which is called an inconsistent formulation. The
elements of the mass matrix are defined as

mT
ij ¼

1

ST

Z
ST

xiNjdX; ð4Þ

where Nj denotes the shape function and xi the weighting function. We obtain the inconsistent
lumped mass matrix by lumping the elements of each row to the diagonal:

mL;inc;T
ij

� �
¼ 1

3
I ð5Þ

with identity matrix I. The assembling procedure of the inconsistent lumped mass matrix multi-
plied by the cell area ST yields the median dual cell area Si. Using the Einstein summation con-
vention we writeX

T

mL;inc;T
ij ST

dUj

dt
þ
X
T

jBT
i U

T ¼ Si
d

dt
ðUiÞ þ

X
T

UT
i ¼ 0: ð6Þ

We use explicit Euler time integration with inconsistent lumped mass matrix and the PSI- or
LDA-scheme for the space discretization [7]. The update for node i is then given by

Unþ1
i ¼ Un

i �
Dt
Si

X
T

UT
i : ð7Þ

This leads to first-order accurate schemes in space and time. Second-order accurate schemes are
still under development (see [5,9,10]) and not yet mature enough to do ALE computations with
residual distribution schemes.

3. Theoretical considerations for flow computations on moving meshes

3.1. ALE formulation

We consider a system of conservation laws written in an Eulerian frame:

oU
ot

þ ~rr �~FF ¼ 0; ð8Þ

where ~FF ¼ ðF ;GÞ denotes the vector of inviscid fluxes.
The formulation on a moving domain XðtÞ is derived by applying the Leibniz and Gauss

theorems. For a control volume moving with an arbitrary speed ~bb, it reads

d

dt

Z
XðtÞ

U dX þ
Z

XðtÞ
~rr � ð~FF � U~bbÞdX ¼ 0: ð9Þ
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Eq. (9) is then discretized in time asX
T

mT
ij

d

dt
ðUjST Þ þ

X
T

Z
ST

xi
o

oxk
ðFk � UbkÞdX ¼ 0 ð10Þ

with mT
ij denoting the mass matrix. For deforming meshes the element area ST changes in time and

therefore has to be inside the time derivative.

3.2. Derivation of the GCL and its requirements

It is crucial to establish where the fluxes must be integrated: on the mesh configuration at t ¼ tn

(i.e. at grid position xn), on that at t ¼ tnþ1 (at grid position xnþ1), or in between these two con-
figurations. The same questions arise for the choice of the mesh velocity vector. A logical re-
quirement is that a numerical algorithm conserves the state of a uniform flow on a dynamic mesh.
This requirement is the GCL.
We consider Eq. (10) and split the second term in two partsX

T

mT
ij

d

dt
ðUjST Þ þ

X
T

Z
ST

xi
oFk
oxk

�
� oU
oxk

bk

�
dX �

X
T

Z
ST

xi
obk
oxk

U dX ¼ 0: ð11Þ

The last term in Eq. (11) which is proportional to the divergence of the grid velocity represents a
geometrical source term arising for deformable meshes. For rigidly moving meshes this term is
zero. Using the finite element discretization U ¼ NjUj for the source term and Eq. (4) for the mass
matrix mT

ij allows rewriting Eq. (11) asX
T

mT
ij

d

dt
ðUjST Þ þ

X
T

Z
ST

xi
oFk
oxk

�
� oU
oxk

bk

�
dX �

X
T

mT
ij

obk
oxk

UjST ¼ 0: ð12Þ

The GCL requires that the trivial solution of a uniform flow is preserved on a dynamic mesh.
Considering Eq. (12) for a uniform flow, i.e. U ¼ Uj ¼ constant, the second term vanishes. For
the other two terms Uj ¼ constant cancels out and we rewrite Eq. (12) asX

T

mT
ij

d

dt
ST �

X
T

mT
ij

obk
oxk

ST ¼
X
T

mT
ij

d

dt
ST

�
� obk

oxk

Z
ST

dX

�
¼ 0: ð13Þ

From Eq. (13), it becomes apparent that the source term has to be treated in the same way as the
time derivative if we want to satisfy the GCL. This implies that for Galerkin weighting functions
and a lumped mass matrix we have to distribute it equally to the nodes by 1

3
. Furthermore, for a

consistent mass matrix the source term has to be distributed with the same consistent mass matrix.
In the following, we derive the GCL for a general mass matrix.
Considering Eq. (13) for a spatially linearly varying bk gives

d

dt
ST �

Z
ST

obk
oxk

dX ¼ 0; ð14Þ

since then obk=oxk ¼ constant. Time integration of Eq. (14) gives

Snþ1
T � Sn

T ¼
Z tnþ1

tn

Z
ST

~rr �~bbdXdt ¼
Z tnþ1

tn

Z
oST

~bb �~nndCdt: ð15Þ
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Eq. (15) defines a GCL that must be satisfied by the ALE mesh updating scheme. This require-
ment imposes that the change in area of each cell between tn and tnþ1 must be equal to the area
swept by the cell boundary during Dt ¼ tnþ1 � tn. From the analysis presented above, it follows
that an appropriate scheme for evaluating

R tnþ1

tn

R
ST

o
oxk

ðFk � UbkÞdXdt ¼
R tnþ1

tn UT dt is a scheme
that respects the GCL (15) and therefore computes exactly the right hand side of Eq. (15)-that isR tnþ1

tn

R
oST

~bb �~nndCdt.
The expression for the GCL coincides with that derived in [12] for the finite volume method. In

the following, we present the conditions that the GCL imposes on the temporal integration. The
derivation follows that in [12].
As shown in [12], the grid velocity has to be computed as follows

~bb ¼~xxnþ1 �~xxn

Dt
: ð16Þ

If we substitute Eq. (16) in Eq. (15), the expression
R
oST

~bb �~nndC is linear in time. The time integral
of Eq. (15) is then computed exactly using the midpoint rule, i.e. with geometrical quantities at
tnþ

1
2. This gives exactly the area swept by the boundary and satisfies the GCL condition as ex-

pressed by Eq. (15).
In summary, the GCL derived herein shows that for two-dimensional problems, the integrand

of
R tnþ1

tn

R
ST

o
oxk

ðFk � UbkÞdXdt ¼
R tnþ1

tn UT dt in Eq. (10) must be evaluated at the midpoint config-

uration. This means that the cell fluctuation UT must be evaluated with the quantities in between
two time-steps, i.e. at tnþ

1
2. This holds for nodal positions (hence areas and normals) as well as for

nodal grid velocities. The integral must be computed as follows:Z tnþ1

tn
UT ðU ;~xx;~bbÞdt ¼ DtUT ðU ;~xxnþ

1
2;~bbnþ

1
2Þ

~xxnþ
1
2 ¼~xxn þ~xxnþ1

2

~bbnþ
1
2 ¼~xxnþ1 �~xxn

Dt
: ð17Þ

3.3. Conservative linearization on moving meshes

For the residual distribution discretization a conservative linearization is necessary to evaluate
the different terms of the cell fluctuation. For the Euler equations the cell fluctuation in a triangle
on a moving domain is computed from Eq. (9) as follows

UT ¼
Z
ST

~rr �~FF dX �
Z
ST

~rr � ð~bbUÞdX ¼
I
oST

~FF �~nndC �
I
oST

U~bb �~nndC: ð18Þ

These two integrals have to be evaluated such that conservation is guaranteed, i.e. that for a
summation over all cells the fluxes at cell interfaces cancel out. The two integrands have different
properties, hence we apply a different conservative linearization to each of them, making use of
different assumptions and different notations for the gradient of U:

• For the first integral we use the Roe-linearization [13] assuming a linear variation of the Roe-
parameter vector Z ¼ ffiffiffi

q
p

1; u; v;Hð Þs over the element and denote the gradient of U by drUrU .
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The vector of flux Jacobians ~AA ¼ o~FF =oU , which is needed in the residual distribution schemes
(see below), is evaluated at the average state of Z.

• For the second integral we assume a linear variation of U and ~bb in space and denote the gra-

dient of U by
dd~rrU~rrUd~rrU~rrU and the divergence of the grid velocity by

dd~rr �~bb~rr �~bbd~rr �~bb~rr �~bb .

For the evaluation of these integrals, the conservative linearization is thenI
oST

~FF �~nndC ¼
Z
ST

~rr �~FF dX ¼
Z
ST

~AA � ~rrU dX 
 ~AAð�ZZÞ � d~rrU~rrUST ; ð19Þ

I
oST

U~bb �~nndC ¼
Z
ST

~rr � ð~bbUÞdX ¼
Z
ST

~bb � ~rrU
�

þ U~rr �~bb
�
dX


 ~�bb�bb �
dd~rrU~rrUd~rrU~rrU

 
þ �UU

dd~rr �~bb~rr �~bbd~rr �~bb~rr �~bb
!
ST ; ð20Þ

where the overbar denotes the average state over the triangle. These expressions for the integrals
are exact under the respective assumptions. The above assumptions ensure the conservation
property even for a general flow that does not satisfy either of those two assumptions because the
derived discretization formulas are exact contour integrals. For flows that do satisfy one of the
assumptions the respective integral will be conservative and exact; for flows that do not satisfy
either of the assumptions the integrals will still be conservative, but not exact.
The fluctuation in a triangle on a moving domain is computed from Eq. (18) using the ex-

pressions from Eqs. (19) and (20) and is written

UT ¼ ~AAð�ZZÞ
h�

�~�bb�bbI
i
� d~rrU~rrU

�
ST þ ~�bb�bb � d~rrU~rrU

" 
�
dd~rrU~rrUd~rrU~rrU

#
� �UU

dd~rr �~bb~rr �~bbd~rr �~bb~rr �~bb
!
ST ; ð21Þ

whereas for a fixed mesh the fluctuation is simply calculated by UT ¼ ð~AAð�ZZÞ � d~rrU~rrU ÞST . For the
computation of the cell residual in upwind residual distribution schemes on moving domains the
velocity relative to the grid is needed. Therefore we have included in the convection term of Eq.

(21) the grid speed, i.e. we have to subtract and add the term (~�bb�bbI � d~rrU~rrUST ). Together with the term

(~�bb�bb �
dd~rrU~rrUd~rrU~rrU ST ) coming from Eq. (20), this gives an expression proportional to the difference of two

gradients of U evaluated under different assumptions. This expression is zero for uniform flow,
for non-uniform flow its influence is small [11]. We refer to this term as ‘‘conservation correc-
tion’’.
The term ( �UU

dd~rr �~bb~rr �~bbd~rr �~bb~rr �~bbST ) in Eq. (21) is the geometrical source term proportional to the divergence

of the grid velocity. This term is zero for rigidly moving meshes, i.e. when
dd~rr �~bb~rr �~bbd~rr �~bb~rr �~bb ¼ 0, but is of

considerable importance when dealing with deformable meshes.
The convective term is distributed with the matrix of distribution coefficients jBT

i of the par-
ticular residual distribution scheme, and the source term is distributed equally to the nodes by 1

3
to

satisfy the GCL. We distribute the conservation correction in the same way as the geometrical
source term.
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With the residual UT
i from triangle T distributed to node i

UT
i ¼ jBT

i
~AAð�ZZÞ
h�

�~�bb�bbI
i
� d~rrU~rrU

�
ST þ

1

3
~�bb�bb � d~rrU~rrU

" 
�
dd~rrU~rrUd~rrU~rrU

#!
ST �

1

3
�UU
dd~rr �~bb~rr �~bbd~rr �~bb~rr �~bb

 !
ST ; ð22Þ

the residual distribution discretization then reads

Snþ1
i Unþ1

i � Sn
i U

n
i

Dt
¼ �

X
T

UT
i : ð23Þ

As shown in this section, the cell fluctuation reveals for deforming meshes a geometrical source
term which is not of a physical origin, but is only due to the deformation of the mesh. Conse-
quently this term has to be accounted for, because otherwise the physics of the flow would be
changed. The different terms of the cell fluctuation UT are to be distributed such that the GCL is
fulfilled.

4. Transonic flow over an oscillating NACA 0012 airfoil

4.1. Presentation of the testcase

A standard NACA 0012 airfoil is pitching harmonically around the quarter chord. The up-
stream Mach number is 0.755 and the mean angle of incidence is 0.016�. The airfoil performs a
sinusoidal pitching motion with an amplitude of 2.51�:

a ¼ 0:016�þ 2:51� sinð2ktÞ; ð24Þ
where k is the reduced frequency x of oscillation with respect to the half-chord:

k ¼ xc
2Vinf

¼ 0:0814: ð25Þ

In Eq. (25), c denotes the chord length and Vinf the upstream flow velocity. This oscillatory motion
of the airfoil is adopted for the grid, i.e. the grid oscillates rigidly with the same amplitude and
frequency as the airfoil around the quarter chord. Fig. 1 shows a section of the unstructured 2355

Fig. 1. Partial view of unstructured grid with 2355 nodes.
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nodes grid that was used in the simulation. The grid extends over a distance of 20 chords towards
the far field where the upstream values are imposed as boundary conditions. On the airfoil surface
an inviscid wall boundary condition is applied.
The numerical scheme used in the present explicit computation is the PSI-scheme [7]. In

combination with a lumped mass matrix it is only first-order accurate for unsteady computations
[9]. The present testcase can be considered as a quasi-steady problem because the time-step is very
small in comparison with the characteristic time scale of the airfoil oscillation. For steady prob-
lems the PSI-scheme is second-order accurate, thus the solution of this quasi-steady process is
almost second-order.

4.2. Results

Starting from the steady-state flow field at mean incidence, the sinusoidal pitching motion is
started at time zero. Three cycles of oscillations are computed and periodicity is achieved within
the third cycle (Fig. 2). This figure shows the evolution of the lift coefficient as a function of the
pitch angle during three cycles of oscillation.
The results are presented for the third cycle of oscillation. They are given in terms of Mach

number isolines and wall pressure coefficient distributions at instantaneous times. The Mach
number isolines at two instantaneous times during the third cycle are presented in Fig. 3a and b
where the symbol # indicates the downstroke motion of the airfoil. In Fig. 4a and b the instan-
taneous distribution of the wall pressure coefficient is shown at the same instants as the Mach
number isolines.
The whole sequence of instantaneous images is given in [11] where it appears that the most

obvious physical effect is the delay of the shock motion with respect to the airfoil oscillation.
We have compared our numerical results with those in [14] and with experimental data in [15].

Generally, a good agreement has been found between our computation and both the reference
computation [14] and experimental data [15].
For this testcase of the oscillating airfoil, the relevance of the conservation correction (Eq. (22))

has also been investigated [11]. It is a suitable testcase for this purpose as there are regions with

Fig. 2. Computed lift coefficient during three cycles.
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strong gradients. The influence of this conservation correction has been found to be negligibly
small in this case, which is somewhat surprising.

5. Vortex convected in an inviscid low speed free-stream

5.1. Presentation of the testcase

This testcase is used to validate the algorithm also on deforming meshes and to investigate the
influence of the geometrical source term.
The initial vortex is defined by an angular velocity uh given by the following analytical form

uh

Vmax
¼

r
a0

if r6 a0

exp � ðr � a0Þ2

X

 !
if r > a0

8>>>><>>>>: ð26Þ

Fig. 3. Mach number isolines during the third cycle for two instants.

Fig. 4. Pressure coefficient distributions during the third cycle for two instants.
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with Vmax ¼ 0:9047 and X ¼ 0:03. The core radius a0 is equal to 0.12L, where L is a reference
length. The pressure and density distributions are obtained from the radial momentum and energy
equations. The pressure reaches a minimum at the core of the vortex and is equal to 0.951pinf ,
where pinf denotes the pressure in the far field. For the parameter settings we refer to [16].
The stationary vortex is superimposed on a low speed uniform flow with a Mach number of 0.2.

Thus, the velocity components of both vortex and uniform flow sum up, whereas the pressure and
density distributions remain the same as for the stationary vortex.
In theory, all wave modes should travel with the same speed and therefore preserve the integrity

of the vortex. Especially the sharp pressure dip at the center of the vortex should be preserved. In
practice, the core pressure rises during the movement of the vortex due to the dissipative effects of
the numerical scheme employed. We investigate how different ways of grid movement affect the
final shape of the vortex. Comparisons are made to validate the implementation of rigidly moving
and deforming meshes for the Euler equations.
The computational domain extends over ½�0:6; 2:1 � ½�0:6; 0:6 and an unstructured grid with

90� 40 nodes is used. Fig. 5 shows the initial vortex on the grid. The vortex travels a distance of
1.5L. We employ subsonic inlet and subsonic outlet boundary conditions, upper and lower wall
are specified as inviscid walls.
The numerical scheme used in these computations is the LDA-scheme [7].

5.2. Results

A reference computation has been carried out on a fixed mesh and three computations have
been performed for a mesh moving in the horizontal direction. The different ways of grid
movement are the following:

• a grid moving rigidly with 80% of the convection speed,
• a grid expanding in the horizontal direction with an expansion factor of 1.5 (ratio of final and
initial grid length),

• a combination of a moving (50% of the convection speed) and expanding grid (expansion factor
of 1.5).

In Fig. 6, we compare pressure distributions along a line that crosses the vortex in its center. The
final core pressure has increased in comparison with the initial one due to numerical dissipation.

Fig. 5. Convected vortex: initial solution in terms of isobar lines.
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It is obvious that the pressure distribution and the sharp pressure dip at the core for a vortex on a
grid moving with 80% of the convection speed are close to the initial distribution because the
vortex crosses fewer cell boundaries. For a grid moving with exactly the convection speed the
initial solution is almost perfectly preserved. The pressure distribution for an expanding grid is
closer to the initial pressure distribution than for the fixed one although the grid becomes coarser.
The reason is that the expansion takes place in the direction of the vortex movement and again the
vortex crosses fewer cell boundaries. However, the pressure dip is not as sharp as on a rigidly
moving mesh. For the combination of moving (50% of the convection speed) and expanding grid
(expansion factor of 1.5) the final solution is between the solution for a purely moving grid and
the one for a purely expanding grid. These results are consistent.
We have used this testcase also to investigate the influence of the source term on the solution.

For this purpose a computation on an expanding mesh (expansion factor of 1.5) is done neglecting
the source term in the cell fluctuation. The integrity of the vortex is destroyed already after a
quarter of the travel distance and the computation fails. As expected, it appears thus essential to
take the source term into account when it is not zero.

6. Discussion and conclusions

An ALE formulation has been derived for the residual distribution method on moving meshes.
The system of Euler equations has been discretized on moving meshes, and in case of deforming
meshes a geometrical source term has to be taken into account. By means of a conservative
linearization the conservation property of the discretized equations is guaranteed. This leads to an
additional term in the cell fluctuation which we call conservation correction.

Fig. 6. Pressure distribution along a line crossing the vortex in the center.
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The ALE scheme is designed to satisfy the GCL. This requires evaluating the cell fluctuation UT

at tnþ
1
2 and distributing the geometrical source term to the nodes using the same mass matrix as

that used for the time discretization.
We have computed the testcase of the flow around a transonic oscillating airfoil employing a

rigidly moving mesh. The results show good agreement with reference data. The considerable
influence of the geometrical source term on the solution has been demonstrated for the testcase of
the convected vortex employing a deforming mesh.
The ALE formulation works properly to compute flow problems with moving boundaries

where the movement of the mesh becomes necessary. Future research will extend to other
problems with moving boundaries such as aeroelasticity where the grid motion is no longer
prescribed as in the testcases of this work, but is defined by fluid-structure interaction.
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